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In late November Prince Harry proposed to
Meghan Markle. We congratulate them, and will
respectfully support their successful future from a
balanced distance. Quantum Corporation will
politely cover Royal engagements when the Royal
family deems it appropriate to do so. This balance
is best created with Price Harry serving on the
future board of Quantum Corporation, but if he is unavailable to do so the courtesy will still be met through
other arrangements. Creating the proper conditions for communication will be imperative to navigating
complex geo-political turmoil as issues like Brexit search for resolution. As defined in last weeks Company
guidance the danger of social media to maintaining family integrity is real. Deploying solutions like Air Time
for Equity to re-balance any misleading, and unwanted social narratives through captivating real time
innovation will be at a premium. Air Time for Equity strategies will be available much in the same way Geordie
Shore mirrors Jersey Shore. This reciprocal international reflection allows Quantum Corporation to shape
narratives in real time to create any effect necessary or appropriate to the conditions. This allows a diverse
array of tools to be deployed at an instant in satisfaction of Her Majesty's Royal guidelines. Its not the position
of this paper to be too serious, and by all means this is a happy occasion, but these issues need to be addressed.
After they are addressed, they need to be readdressed. As we begin our transition away from wire related
complacency personal professional conduct will be of greater significance, and previous acceptable ways of
reporting will no longer be acceptable. As commencing
ceremonies begin, wedding dresses are picked, and
guests are seated we remain well mannered. This may
seem like common sense, but amidst social intrusion
people have become too accustom to unacceptable
practices. As we partake in the joy of the occasion
we do so reflecting upon why we are shifting our
core business to clean energy. In the coming days
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our Annual report will be filed, and everyone will get a better
sense of what exactly is at stake with respect to not only leading
the Company forward, but shouldering the load of Corporate
America setting new industry standards globally. The Company
will be judged around the world on how it behaves in relation to
the transition, and previous wire related practices will
unfortunately be met with swift disciplinary measures. In this
context the once socially intrusive perch of federal protection will
no longer exist. Reporting and including original public
narratives into content will look very much like that of 1980's, but
with a technological respect for public privacy second to none.
Is that clear to everyone? Our business model shifts to clean energy allowing us to properly supplement our
traditional Time Warner Inc. arm, and with a conservative estimate of revenues upward of One Hundred
Billion dollars per year, there is no need or place for wire related complacency as funds will be available for
sources of inspiration. This allows the negative paradigm of the public - media relationship to shift leaving
our competitors behind as new data rules and restrictions are put in place curtailing wire related social
federal protectionism in the advent of emerging Technological Singularity Economic Equilibrium. This
positions the Company well ahead of industry standards in line with the positional burden necessary to
lead the American economy forward. Further instruction and guidance will will be provided incrementally
so that changes are gradually implemented in line
with new standards. This will create the type of
balanced reciprocity necessary to allow for favorable
diplomatic negotiations as needed. Nationalism
is sometimes a burden to maintaining the beauty of
sovereignty. Maintaining order in the Commonwealth
requires a type of diverse multifaceted approach
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Quantum Corporation will be able to
deliver in accordance with Royal
guidelines. Quantum Corporation will
be there in the best and worst of times
to provide the support the Royal family
needs to negotiate varying conditions.
This Company self reflection is most
appropriate in preparation for the much
anticipated wedding next year, which is an ideal time to incorporate essential changes securing a successful
transition. In the spirit of the Royal wedding we pause for self reflection about how to be better people, and we
must strive to treat others how we ourselves would like to be treated. Incorporating this type of balanced
introspection into the workplace will create positive synergies necessary to the Company's success. We extend
the warmest of welcomes to the beloved Royal family and Her Majesty's Parliamentary Governing body not
only wishing Price Harry and Meghan Markle the best of futures, but respectfully engaging with them to
shape that future. As we strive to meet this demand, and as changes begin to take effect in line with social data
restrictions we will find ourselves well
established with the dignity worthy
of Her Majesty's consideration. This
type of balanced understanding is
critical to maintaining relationships
and creating the environment
trust worthy of Royal standards.
Again, Quantum Corporation looks
forward to maintaining Royal balance
extending the kindest of regards to
Prince Harry and Meghan Markle.
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